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Af terword

INTRODUCTION
The world is in the midst of a major transition. Faced with the limits
of our current social, economic, and cultural systems, people
everywhere are searching for new ways of doing things. In a few short
months, the spread of the novel coronavirus has upended the world
and dramatically changed people’s values in the process. Previous
pandemics, such as the plague and cholera, transformed people’s
values and necessitated new economic and social systems. Going
forward, we will need to create new social arrangements that make
use of remote services to a greater extent than ever before in order to
preserve supply chains and allow people and things to circulate in new
ways, even amid new demands such as social distancing. The conduct
of companies and individuals will change in major ways.
As we respond to these challenges, information communication
technologies (ICT) have become more important than ever. Our
research and development has focused on building the Smart World
through ICT and creating natural technology to support that world.
At the same time, we are also working closely with numerous partner
companies to realize our vision for the communication infrastructure of
the future known as IOWN (Innovative Optical and Wireless Network).
This is also a process of thinking about the new society that is emerging
as a result of the novel coronavirus.
“NTT Technology Report for Smart World 2020” introduces 11
technologies that are crucial to thinking about the changing world
ahead. These technologies are the focus of our own research and
development efforts, and are also being vigorously pursued around the
world. Some of these technologies are key components of IOWN, while
others can be expected to see wide adoption as a result of IOWN.
It is not inevitable that technology pushes the world in a positive
direction. Today, it is crucial to consider the intentions and visions that
shape the development of technology. That is why this is not simply
a report. The different technologies and examples of our research
presented here are also a roadmap to our vision of the future. We want
make a map for the prosperous future we will create—a Smart World in
which technology blends naturally into our environment.
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Future is “Paraconsistent”
Throughout history, humans have lived in

that simultaneously take advantage of

a world divided between opposing ideas.

the strengths of both centralization and

The 20th century alone witnessed clashes

distribution. We might think similarly about

between socialism and democracy,

energy. Big data is anticipated to be a

protectionism and free trade, and we

powerful economic engine, but the greater

continue to live in a divided era today. Modern

volume of data being processed has led to

life often presents us with either-or choices,

soaring energy demand and environmental

forcing us to decide between global and local,

impact. This created a dilemma between

concentration and decentralization, tradition

the economy and the environment. But

and innovation, or society and the individual.

with strides in renewable energy research,

Yet are these really binary choices?
Overcoming the world’s chronic divisions will

developing the economy and protecting the

require us to integrate opposing concepts

environment. Moreover, if we can achieve

instead of choosing one over the other. That

major reductions in energy consumption

is the path toward cultivating a society that

through our development of information

recognizes diverse values.

processing systems based on photonics-

In fact, our ongoing research and

electronics convergence technology, we may

development of ICT may hold some

be able to fundamentally resolve this trade-

keys to overcoming these dilemmas. For

off.

example, consider the choice between

The economist Joseph Schumpeter, often

decentralization and concentration in

called the father of innovation, wrote in his

computing and communications. Over the

book The Theory of Economic Development

years, the model has shifted from enormous

of the potential for economic development

mainframe computers, through a period of

as a result of “new combinations.” Today,

downsizing and decentralization, to today’s

these new combinations are what we call

re-concentration of computing power in

innovation. Our goal is to use ICT to combine

the form of networks and cloud computing.

and harmonize seemingly opposing elements,

Although this dilemma may have been an

so as to create a world that can continually

either-or choice in the past, recent concepts

produce these sorts of innovations. We will

envision processing for real-time applications

contribute to the realization of the Smart

through edge computing, while distributing

World by serving as a catalyst that sparks

loads and controlling the whole system via

connections between previously separate

cloud computing.

technologies or companies, and between

This approach aims to create new systems
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we can now see a path to simultaneously

companies and people.
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We Live in Umwelt
We strive to use ICT to bring about a world

ICT allowed us to go back and forth between

where people and organizations with diverse

these worlds, we might discover value

values can pursue a better future. There is

and meaning that we hadn’t seen before.

inherent value in a world where people are

A sensor system developed from optical

free to hold different beliefs and values,

metasurfaces might allow us to artificially

but if we can encourage people to not only

recreate a mantis shrimp’s vision and use

coexist, but work together toward a better

it to rapidly analyze road conditions for

future, we might discover new, previously

different purposes, making once hidden

hidden value in the world.

information visible. Alternatively, it will

Other living things offer hints of new value.

be possible to simulate many different

We need not be reminded that humans

environments by using digital twin

share the planet with other living things. No

computing technology to create numerous

two creatures see the world in the same

virtual worlds at the same scale as reality.

way. For example, honey bees can see

Realization of the high-speed, high-capacity

ultraviolet light, and thus perceive flowers

information processing platform of IOWN

as different colors or patterns than us. This

could raise the possibility of people in the

allows them to easily see the presence of

future living in multiple environments. In

pollen or honey in ultraviolet that would be

such a world, the word “we” might end up

difficult for humans to observe. Similarly,

meaning much more than it does today.

whereas we see light through three

We often discuss the importance of

photoreceptors, mantis shrimp are said

human-oriented technology development,

to have 12 photoreceptors, and can also

but perhaps it is no longer enough to focus

perceive circularly polarized light waves that

on humans alone. Turning our gaze toward

rotate as they spread. This gives them the

other living things may in fact unlock the

ability to immediately identify and capture

potential to enrich our own lives. Just as

their prey. Humans, honey bees, and mantis

different creatures live in different worlds,

shrimp all live on the same planet, but each

we will approach technology from various

perceives the world in accordance with their

perspectives in order to achieve new

environment to uncover different meanings.

innovation.

Biologist Jakob Johann Freiherr von
Uexküll came up with the term “Umwelt,” or
environment, to describe the differences in
how creatures perceive the world. We each
live within a different Umwelt. However, if
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TECHNOLOGY TRENDS:

11 Technologies to Update the Smart World
We are focusing our R&D efforts on
11 technologies that will transform
technology into a natural presence

1.

2.

and make the world smarter. From
technologies that are already
being implemented to promising

Artificial
Intelligence

Virtual Reality /
Augmented Reality

Coexistence by Deeply
Understanding Humans

New Environments that
Transform Our Lives

technologies that are still in their
infancy, we introduce how these
eleven technologies will help to build
the Smart World.

3.

4.

5.

Human-Machine
Interface

Cyber
Security

Information Processing
Infrastructure

Seamlessly Connecting the
Real Body to Cyberspace

Securing Each Step of the
Value-Creation Process

From Cloud-centric to
Phygital Data-centric

6.

7.

8.

Networks

Energy

Quantum
Computing

Infrastructure for a Smart
and Natural Society

Resilience through Next-generation
Microgrids and Energy

Processing with New
Computational Principles

9.

10.

11.

Biotechnology /
Medical Care

Advanced
Materials

Additive
Manufacturing

New Forms of Medicine by
Integrating ICT and AI

Novel Materials for HumanFriendly and Natural Technologies

Fusing Materials to Create
Complex and Varied Shapes
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Many research institutions have worked to improve the

but in order to properly understand human decision-

performance of artificial intelligence (AI) by feeding

making, it is also essential to distill “common sense” and

systems enormous volumes of machine learning data.

other implicit knowledge shared among people and in

Thanks to these efforts, progress has been made

society as a form of “collective knowledge.” Moreover,

toward the commercialization of AI in various fields,

as we develop the capacity to create digital twins so

and services that utilize AI have become a part of

people can work, play, or engage in other activities

everyday life. As the real world and cyberspace grow

in cyberspace just as in the real world, we will need

increasingly intertwined, AI is certain to become even

technology that can model human behavior and abilities

more integrated into human life.

in order to not simply recreate people, but further

However, in order for AI to more closely integrate with

expand their abilities.
As we pursue research in these areas, it is clear that

humans, it will need to become more than just a tool—
AI will need to become a natural companion that can

we need improvements to data structuring technology

coexist with humans by deeply understanding each and

and machine learning model generation technology, but

every person. That will require not just analyzing and

it is also important to more deeply rethink our humanity.

recreating human behavior, but grasping the context,

We will need to draw upon neuroscience to uncover

social norms, and values that underlie that behavior.

the mechanisms of the body and mind, and it will be

In order to adapt to these changes, we are pursuing

difficult to expand human potential unless we adopt a

a variety of approaches in AI research to understand

humanistic and philosophical approach to reconsider

human psychology, values, and abilities. Of course,

what it means to be human, and what makes people

we must create models of thinking and psychology

feel human. We believe this is the way toward a future in

by deeply analyzing interpersonal communication,

which AI constructs trusting relationships with humans.

In Focus

Artificial Intelligence

Coexistence by Deeply Understanding Humans

Collaborative Project with Kyoto University

As a step toward the IOWN vision, we have been collaborating with a group that includes
Professor Yasuo Deguchi of the Graduate School of Letters at Kyoto University
since November 2019. This project aims to build on Professor Deguchi’s work on the Eastern
sense of self to create a new worldview that bridges the divide between the real and
digital realms and divisions among people and society. We hope that this kind of exploration of
the humanities will point technology toward a richer future.

Keywords

Thinking / psychology modeling technology
Personality information processing technology

Values processing technology
Human behavior / ability modeling technology
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Virtual Reality / Augmented Reality

New Environments that Transform Our Lives
Virtual and augmented reality (VR/AR) technology

future, it will be necessary to provide people with

is already being put to practical use in a number

feedback that goes beyond reproduction of the five

of sectors and a diverse range of products and

senses by digitizing and modelling people, objects,

content. For example, there is already a long track

and environments in real time through more advanced

record of VR integration into gaming experiences on

sensing and information gathering in the real world. Of

platforms such as the Xbox and PS VR, and the rise

course, achieving this in a natural way that does not

of the eSports industry is expected to drive further

burden people is a significant research challenge.

development. Aside from games and the rest of the

Combining VR/AR with real-time modeling does not

entertainment and sports sector, attention is focused

simply erase the boundary between the real world

on new applications such as elderly care that uses VR

and cyberspace. Zero-latency media technology, for

to simulate excursions.

example, uses predictive technology to compensate

However, we believe that VR/AR will evolve beyond

for transmission delays, enabling communication and

the bounds of these products to make its way into

interaction across time and space. New participatory

every facet of human life. An especially big leap

experiences will also emerge in the entertainment

forward will be the development of digital twin

sector.

computing. VR/AR technology will play an even more

VR/AR can be thought of as a technology for

important role as we work to integrate and enable

creating new environments that will transform our

seamless back-and-forth movement between the

lives. We believe that VR/AR will be essential for

real world and cyberspace. Progress is being made

everyone to benefit from future prediction regardless

in the manipulation of senses besides vision, such

of their technical literacy.

as hearing, tactile sense and force sense, but in the

In Focus

Space Creation Technology

Space creation technology is a technique that presumes data beyond what sensors have
gathered by considering the shape of similar scenes and people in the past. We have been
developing technology that uses deep learning to generate 3D spatial information from 2D
images in real time. This technology was put to practical use at the Nico Nico Super Conference
2019. In the future we plan to incorporate 3D spatial information and subject extraction
technology to morph such data into distinct live-action images.

Keywords
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Zero-latency media technology

Five senses + α technology

Personal twin platform technology
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The range of uses for human-machine interface

to connect the real world and cyberspace by naturally

(HMI) will expand dramatically in environments

providing information and suggestions to humans.

such as digital twin computing where the real world

Communication and interaction via PoA should

and cyberspace are closely intertwined. Today,

enable more natural interactions between people and

we mostly interact with touch-based interfaces

their surrounding environment.

such as smartphones or tablets, but there are high

Whereas VR/AR works by modeling and presenting

expectations for the use of interfaces in a wider range

environmental and sensory data in real time, HMI can

of rapidly developing fields, including autonomous

be said to focus on using robots and other devices

vehicles.

to upgrade the perception and behavior of human

The concept of "ambience" will be important

Human-Machine Interface

Seamlessly Connecting the Real Body to Cyberspace

beings. In our current projects, we plan to address

as this field evolves. We are focusing on ambient

challenges including how to maximize human motor

awareness technology that unobtrusively presents

function. Just as VR/AR can enable human activities

information, and ambient assistance technology that

in cyberspace, HMI expands human activities in the

uses information imperceptible to humans to provide

real world. HMI is not just a tool, but an upgrade of the

natural support from the surrounding environment

potential of the body itself.

without hindering people’s activities. As the word
“interface” suggests, today people must consciously
make use of these tools, but we expect interface
technology to proliferate to an unconscious level. For
example, we are pursuing research into our Point of
Atmosphere (PoA) technology that is a new interface

In Focus

Danswing Paper

This information display technique can give the impression of movement in static printed
materials when placed in front of a luminance-varying background. By combining this technique
with electric paper, it is possible to add motion impressions to outdoor advertisements or signs.
Because electric paper is a reflective display, the variable luminance can be clearly seen even in
direct sunlight. This makes it possible to add a sense of movement to advertisements and signs
placed in bright places, and to express visual information in a vivid and eye-catching form.

Keywords

Point of Atmosphere

Ambient assistance technology

Cybernetic UX technology
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Cyber Security
Securing Each Step of the Value-Creation Process
In today’s society, where everyone and everything is

protection technology for AI systems and technology to

connected to the Internet, the risks to network security

respond to social attacks targeting people. In addition,

from threats such as cybercrime and cyberterrorism are

we are working on data distribution and utilization

dramatically increasing. Moreover, attention has focused

technology, including secure computation technology

in recent years on the value of data in fields where privacy

that enables encrypted data to be computed without

concerns or legal restrictions have presented obstacles

decoding, and anonymization technology that processes

to advanced data utilization, such as personal healthcare

personal data so that specific individuals cannot be

data and corporate secrets. Legal frameworks for these

identified. Of course, new legal systems and social norms

fields are also being developed around the globe. The

must be established in order to allow more wide-ranging

Smart World is expected to reinforce this trend as the

use of data. Our technology development takes privacy

real world connects more closely with cyberspace.

and legal systems into consideration, and we will push

Attacks on cyberspace are likely to result in substantial

forward on research to create better systems and norms

real-world impacts, and exposure to threats and the

by encouraging the inclusion of language consistent with

extent of damage will increase exponentially.

technology in laws.

To address these risks, we are developing technology

In Focus

Furthermore, we are focusing on research activities

that minimizes security damage while solving the issue of

that will be needed in the Smart World of the future,

growing security-related operational costs. For example,

such as community building and human resource

we are working on automation and autonomous control

development in the cybersecurity field, and research

for security systems in order to minimize damage.

in the field of cryptography such as post-quantum

This includes cybersecurity technology on zero-trust

computing that will be difficult to decipher or forge even

networks populated by untrusted devices, as well as

with quantum computing.

Anonymization Technology

Our anonymously-processed information creation software was developed to support the creation
of “de-identified information” that balances between anonymity and utility in accordance with
standards of anonymization set forth by Japan’s Personal Information Protection Commission.
While conventional methods of generalizing data result in information loss, the introduction of Pkanonymization technology, which utilizes a perturbative method to ensure anonymity and high
usability without changing data granularity, makes it possible to create “de-identified information”
with minimal information loss that can be used for more accurate and wide-ranging analysis.

Keywords

Secure computation technology

Anonymization technology

Quantum computing-resistant encryption

Post-quantum cryptography
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The importance of next-generation information processing

technology to support this infrastructure; and improved

infrastructure, which will form the backbone of the Smart

energy efficiency through the use of optical communication

World, is increasing year by year. We anticipate system control

devices. We will accelerate the creation of more natural

based on information from video and a variety of other sensors

forms of cyberspace by incorporating technologies into the

to enable optimal behavior selection and future prediction

IOWN vision including data-centric computing technology

that exceeds human capabilities in a range of fields. However,

designed for a future beyond today’s cloud-centric era, and

the requirements for data processing necessary to achieve

disaggregated computing technology, which uses low-latency

these advances are rapidly evolving, and are becoming

optical devices to integrate various computational resources

more difficult to meet with existing information processing

and provide flexible and scalable arithmetic capabilities.

infrastructure. We must also take steps to greatly reduce the

In the future, data hubs connecting various types of data

energy consumption of underlying infrastructure as we work

at high speed and low latency will accelerate coordination

to establish a sustainable society.

between numerous terminals and nodes, and allow for the

That is why we are striving to exceed the limits of existing

creation of new services through mashup development that

information processing infrastructure and create technology

combines multiple AI services. By coordinating numerous AI

that can process enormous amounts of data from the real

systems, we intend to enable overall optimization and future

world at low latency. Up until now, we have pursued higher

prediction through large-scale simulations at a society-wide

performance through technologies such as distributed

scale.

computing, but in order to establish even more advanced

What we are aiming for is not an extension of existing

technologies, we are drawing up a technology roadmap that

platform technology; it’s an ecosystem of learning models

consists of data-centric information processing infrastructure;

that constructs the world from the combination of multiple AI

new multi-point, ultra-high speed, low-latency computing

systems.

In Focus

Information Processing Infrastructure

From Cloud-centric to Phygital Data-centric

Phygital Data-centric Computing

We use the term “phygital data” to describe information derived from real-world phenomena,
and call computing that generates, distributes, and utilizes this data “phygital data-centric
computing.” There are still challenges associated with the harvesting of data from the real
world, as well as its distribution and analysis, but achieving the shift from individual optimization
to overall optimization, and responding in real time to business opportunities and disaster risks
has the potential to generate extremely significant value.

Keywords

Data-centric computing technology

Disaggregated computing technology

Virtual integration technology for distributed data
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Networks
Infrastructure for a Smart and Natural Society
well as ultra-high-speed distributed cloud computing.

It goes without saying that networks form the foundation

Another IOWN component, Cognitive Foundation, aims

of the Smart World. While attention has focused in
recent years on network virtualization and decentralized

to create a world in which networks anticipate demand

networks, we believe that conventional networks based

on resources and autonomously and elastically optimize

on electronic processing technology are approaching

themselves for changing services and businesses. This

their limits. By shifting to photonics-based technology, we

could lead to a day when network operations are entirely

are working to create networks that can address current

automated. At the same time, we strive to realize a world

challenges and achieve low energy consumption, high

where users and applications can communicate naturally

quality, large capacity, and low latency.

without being aware of the wireless network they are using.
Moreover, we are rapidly expanding the scope of network

The All-Photonics Network (APN), one of the

In Focus

components of IOWN, is the prime example of this shift.

connections, including via satellite communication

APN technology achieves the ultimate level of optical

utilizing MIMO and conducted in collaboration with JAXA,

technology by minimizing electrical transducers through

as well as undersea communications. Until now, the role of

the use of photonics-electronics convergence devices,

networks has been to provide stable connections between

thereby enabling the creation of networks completely

services, data and users. However, we believe that in the

different from those in the past. Information is transmitted

future it will be possible to create extremely high-capacity

entirely optically end-to-end from the terminal to the

and low-latency connections among environmental

server, facilitating breakthrough ultra-high capacity, low-

information whose precision exceeds human senses and

latency communication with a new data communication

that is found in various locations around the globe, enabling

standard ready for all-photonics. This will make possible

us to link together and extend added value far beyond what

a new generation of data-centric ICT infrastructure, as

is possible today.

Satellite MIMO Technology

MIMO technology, which uses multiple antennas to simultaneously transmit and receive
different information at the same frequency, has been seen as difficult to utilize on low-Earthorbit satellites. However, by combining our technology that uses interference compensation
to separate multiple signals with different reception timing or frequency errors, and JAXA’s
knowledge of low-Earth-orbit satellite system design, we are getting closer to an era of highcapacity communication in space with MIMO-equipped satellites.

Keywords

All-Photonics Network

Cognitive Foundation

Wavelength control technology

Low-Earth-orbit satellite MIMO technology
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Energy

Resiliency through Next-generation
Microgrids and Energy
In an era when companies around the world are striving

next-generation microgrid technology could lead to the

to achieve sustainable development goals and people’s

realization of a flexible AC/DC power infrastructure with

environmental awareness is rapidly changing, major

carrier-grade reliability and coordinated with renewable

breakthroughs are needed in research and development

energy. At the same time, we are working on technology

in the energy field. Many companies are working on the

to utilize ubiquitous micro-energy, and expect to develop

challenge of improving energy efficiency and fighting to

communication equipment that can operate with micro-

boost the adoption of renewable energy. In this context,

energy such as light, even during power outages. We

our goal is a world in which everyone can use low-carbon

believe this research and development could lead to

energy anywhere at any time, safely and without waste.

the formation of local areas of energy production and

Achieving this goal will require the consolidation of

consumption that are resilient against disasters and

new energy technologies that merge our power system
technologies and network technologies. For example,

maximize the use of renewable energy.
In addition, we will push ahead with a wider range

in the field of renewable energy, we are aiming to realize

of efforts, including fusion power, space solar power,

an extremely large-scale virtual power plant through the

and lightning charging, which holds great potential.

establishment of virtual energy distribution platform

With regard to fusion power generation in particular,

technology that enables monitoring and control of hundreds

we are collaborating with the ITER Organization on its

of thousands of power resources scattered across the

international fusion energy project in order to contribute

country. It should also become possible to produce and

to the development of this power source that is entirely

consume energy locally and cross-regionally based on

different from conventional thermal or fission power.

real-time forecasting of supply and demand that takes into

Globally and domestically, our new energy initiatives will

account human factors. Moreover, the establishment of

drive the Smart World forward.

In Focus

ITER Project

The ITER Project is an international megaproject to build the world’s first experimental hydrogen
fusion reactor (ITER) and prove the scientific and technical feasibility of fusion energy for peaceful
purposes. The ITER Organization, an international organization with seven members – Japan, the
European Union, Russia, the United States, South Korea, China, and India – runs the ITER Project. We
are involved in the project as a private company. The ITER Tokamak Machine under construction in
the south of France is planned to begin operating in 2025, and is expected by 2035 to be capable of
producing 500 megawatts of output fusion power from 50 megawatts of input heating power.

Keywords

Next-generation microgrid technology

Virtual energy distribution platform technology

Fusion power generation
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Quantum Computing

Processing with New Computational Principles
Quantum computing technology, known for its vastly

limits of current CPUs and GPUs. At the same time, we

greater power than conventional computers, is anticipated

are also working on non-von Neumann-type post-Moore

to be introduced in nearly every industry. While companies

computing that has a completely different architecture

in the U.S., Europe, China, and elsewhere are pushing ahead

from current computers. In this space, we are pursuing

with development of their own computers, we are also

research and development of LASOLV, which uses the

engaged in developing innovative computing technologies.

physical properties of light to solve problems at high speed.

It is exceptionally difficult with existing computing

Important research in this area includes increasing the

technology alone to achieve real-time processing of large-

problem size that LASOLV can handle and developing

scale and complex data structures, which could provide

middleware technology that adapts various problems for

utility to society far beyond what is possible today. This

LASOLV.
Our third focus is rapid and efficient quantum

makes high-speed computing technology extremely
important for building out next-generation communication

information processing based on new principles, looking

infrastructure such as IOWN within time and energy

beyond even the post-Moore technology mentioned

limitations.

above. We are exploring innovative information processing

Our research efforts are divided into three major areas.

In Focus

technology that makes use of heretofore unutilized physical

First, von Neumann post-Moore computing, which is built

phenomena, such as the peculiar quantum phenomenon

upon the same von Neumann architecture as present-

of entanglement. Research into quantum theory that

day computers and can make use of existing software

spans from ideal systems to actual physical systems of

technology. Utilizing optical interconnect technology

quantum information processing will help to establish new

and accelerator technology, we are researching new

computational technology that may drastically alter the

devices that overcome the speed and power consumption

way information is handled in the Smart World.

LASOLV

The Ising model is a proposed method of computation based on entirely new concepts. To
achieve this computational method that can be applied to numerous optimization problems, we
have created a new coherent Ising machine, which is an Ising computer that utilizes photonics.
At a time when many of society’s systems, such as communication networks, transportation
networks, and social networks, are becoming larger and more complex, the realization of
coherent Ising machines could mean faster solutions to optimization problems.

Keywords
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Coherent Ising Machine (LASOLV)

Topological quantum computation
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All-photonic quantum relay
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Biomedical technology is no longer developed solely

of individuals’ genomic information and prediction

within biology, chemistry, or medicine. As the real world

of potential disease risks as well as elucidation of the

and cyberspace increasingly merge together, the scope

mechanisms of diseases. In addition, we are developing

of biomedical technology will also expand. In particular,

high-precision, real-time biomonitoring technologies

attention in recent years has focused on precision

such as hitoe® ECG apparatuses and non-invasive blood

medicine and personalized medicine that is realized

glucose sensors in order to analyze the daily behavior

through the integration of ICT and AI.

and biological information of each individual.

In the future, medicine will no longer be an independent

We are also working toward more natural medical

field, but integrated with data science so as to form a

care with research and development of new materials

larger ecosystem. Precision medicine, for example,

that blend naturally into the living body. Finally, we are

does not work alone; continuous and high-precision

pursuing R&D into biocompatible implant materials,

monitoring is indispensable in order to detect and predict

artificial neural networks and artificial cell chips that

physical abnormalities. Precision medicine shows its

complement biological functions, and ultra-sensitive

value through online medical services such as remote AI

bio-sensors that can detect proteins and viruses. We

diagnosis and remote palpation and auscultation. Natural

believe that our multi-faceted approach that merges ICT,

care technology that analyzes biological information in

AI, and biotechnology opens a promising path toward a

real time in order to gently encourage healthy behavior

prosperous future for biotechnology and medical care.

Biotechnology / Medical Care

New Forms of Medicine Involving ICT and AI

also contributes greatly to precision medicine.
We are aiming to realize natural, data-driven medicine
and healthcare by integrating ICT and AI with biomedical
technology. Using AI, we are also conducting analysis

In Focus

Joint Research with the University of Tokyo Hospital

Together with the 22nd Century Medical and Research Center at the University of Tokyo
Hospital, we have launched a joint research project using our data analysis technology and largescale cohort data possessed by the hospital. This study will clarify the relationship between
factors behind “locomotive syndrome,” an impairment of locomotive organs that increases
the likelihood of requiring nursing care, as well as the relationship to other ailments such as
lifestyle diseases and dementia, and examine effective nursing care prevention and intervention
methods as a step toward implementation.

Keywords

Precision medicine

Real-time biomonitoring

Biocompatible materials
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Advanced Materials

Novel Materials for Human-Friendly
and Natural Technologies
Companies around the world are currently pouring resources

communications rate and capacity. At the same time, new

into the pursuit of advanced materials. Examples include ultra-

materials will be essential for people to naturally utilize high-

fine materials, nanomaterials, multi-functional materials, and

speed networks, and progress is being made in research into

environment-adjustable materials, all of which are key to next-

metamaterials and ultra-high-frequency electronic devices

generation biotechnology and memory technology.

that can operate in the terahertz range as we look toward the

More and more efforts are addressing challenges such as

post-5G world.

reducing the time required to develop novel materials, but

In order to make technologies more natural for human

research areas including biomaterials show that the road

beings, we are developing ultra-compact and transparent

ahead will be bumpy.

materials that make devices unobtrusive. Development of so-

We are also engaged in R&D in the field of advanced

batteries that are transparent or that turn to clay after use and

have established three overall strategic directions in line with

do not require retrieval (totally environmental-friendly and

our vision of a Smart World: (1) devices that help reduce power

pollution-free). Such devices may begin to be introduced into

consumption and latency in optical communication,

everyday applications.

(2) materials that make people feel natural and creative,
and (3) materials and devices with emergent novel functions.
Novel materials are needed to achieve new breakthroughs.

In Focus

called natural electronics is also making progress, including

materials. Beyond mere creation of brand-new materials, we

Research into materials with novel functions could push
the envelope of the Smart World even further. If we can
realize materials with atomic- and molecular-layer thickness

In the realm of optical communication devices, for example,

that have functions of highly efficient energy conversion,

we are developing multi-core fibers and small coherent

bio-compatibility, and so on, such materials will blend more

transceivers to increase capacity, as well as high-output light

naturally into our lives. The development of advanced

sources and highly sensitive photodetectors to increase

materials will continue in tandem with other technologies.

Novel Material Sr 3 OsO 6

We have synthesized Sr3OsO6 , a novel material that exhibits ferromagnetism up to above 780ºC, which is the highest
ferromagnetic transition temperature (Curie temperature, TC) among insulators. Our discovery surpasses the longstanding record of TC in insulators for the first time in 88 years and is thus epoch-making for the development of
magnetic materials. In collaboration with the University of Tokyo, the electronic structure of this material has also
been calculated, which is the key to comprehending the origin of the emergent ferromagnetism. The discovery of this
material is expected to lead to the development of high-performance magnetic devices such as magnetic random
access memory that can be stably operated at practical temperatures (room temperature to 250ºC).

Keywords

Functional atomic-layer materials
Nitride semiconductors
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Advanced materials for photonics-electronics convergence

Advanced materials with novel functions
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The term additive manufacturing likely brings to

artificially. Such biomedical devices are expected to

mind parts or products produced using 3D printers,

become a key technology for regenerative medicine in

but today the meaning of manufacturing is broader

the future, and will be a crucial part of delivering optimal

than ever before. The pursuit of new materials and

medical care to each and every person.

manufacturing methods is progressing all across the

In addition, dissimilar material fusion device

globe, along with a range of emerging technologies

manufacturing technology that combines various

such as nanoscale 3D printing, which can print

advanced materials will make it possible to

extremely small objects.

manufacture advanced, complex photonics-electronics

We believe that the spread of additive manufacturing

convergence devices that were not possible in the

will bring about three changes: the personalization

past. If we combine data-driven process informatics

of biomedical devices, the maturation of photonics-

and material informatics that do not depend on expert

electronics convergence devices, and the realization of

knowledge, it could enable dramatic reductions in

unrivaled manufacturing technology at the nano scale.

power consumption with advanced optical devices,

In the field of biomedical devices, it is anticipated that

leading to the construction of sustainable networks.

it will be possible to output cells and biomolecules

In the longer term, we are working on technologies

as “ink” to generate artificial blood vessels, artificial

that will make it possible to control arrays of atoms in

joints, artificial corneas, and even artificial hearts. In

three dimensions and manufacturing technologies

addition to making organs and bones, the development

that enable direct manipulation of atoms. Creation

of technology to produce artificial neural networks

of devices consisting of complex and diverse shapes

is progressing, and the day is approaching when

and materials could end up dramatically altering our

the body's systems themselves can be reproduced

concept of the body and medicine.

In Focus

Additive Manufacturing

Fusing Materials to Create Complex and Varied Shapes

Artificial Neural Network with Graphene and Parylene

Conventionally, structures of biological materials such as artificial neural networks are fragile
and easily broken, which makes them difficult to manipulate precisely through molding or
handling. We have succeeded in assembling a fine three-dimensional structure using the
nanomaterials graphene and parylene, which we have researched for many years. By using this
structure as a template to artificially reconstruct minute neuronal tissue-like structures, we
were able to form networks inside and outside the structures, and confirmed that they exhibited
cell-to-cell interactions.

Keywords

Dissimilar material fusion device manufacturing technology
Lamination acceleration technology

Multi-layering technology

4D printing
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WHAT’S
IOWN?

IOWN is the Platform
for Our Future
IOWN (Innovative Optical and Wireless

in which people are in harmony with their

Network) is a new communication platform

environment.

that will shape our future. Under the IOWN
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Moreover, society has been transformed

vision, we are aiming to build an innovative

by the development of the Internet and

network and information processing

the widespread use of smartphones. The

platform that is ultra-high capacity, ultra-

Internet has become an essential part of our

low latency, and ultra-low energy, in order

lives today, connecting together IoT devices

to utilize all types of information beyond

and other parts of the world around us. We

the limits of existing infrastructure, make

have become accustomed to diverse ways of

possible remote services in every field, and

working at home or in shared spaces instead

construct a society that enjoys the benefits

of tied to standardized offices, as well as

of diversity. We are working together with

accessing products and services online

our partners to finalize specifications by

rather than in person. On the other hand,

2024 and implement this vision by 2030.

the explosive growth of information flowing

Understanding others is what makes a

across the Internet has led to significant

richly diverse world possible. Absorbing

issues such as the limits of transmission

information and sensations in someone

capacity and processing capabilities of

else’s shoes, or information seen through

existing information and communication

the eyes of people different from ourselves

systems, and the increased energy

can help us to cultivate this sort of

consumption of IT equipment. For example,

understanding. In order to foster this world

the volume of Internet traffic in Japan is

through technology, we not only need to

estimated to increase 190-fold in the twenty

develop more precise and sensitive sensors

years after 2006, while worldwide, the

to gather more information, but also achieve

estimated 2 zettabytes of data transmitted

information processing that incorporates

in 2010 is forecast to increase by almost 90

others’ senses and even subjective

times to 175 zettabytes in 2025. The energy

perspectives. We strive to create “natural”

consumption of IT equipment is already a

conditions, in which technology naturally

major issue today, but projections suggest

relieves stress and increases human

energy use will grow around 12-fold between

comfort, and a “natural harmonic” world,

2006 and 2050. Additionally, the progressive
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Composition of IOWN

miniaturization of semiconductors

processing on servers and routers by

according to Moore’s law is now becoming

deploying photonics-based technology

more difficult, calling into question the

for information processing. By realizing

continued growth of the information society

an All-Photonics Network and information

in the same manner as the past.

processing that combines the advantages

In response to these challenges, IOWN is

of photonics and electronics to achieve

an effort to create a new information and

breakthrough high-capacity, low-latency,

communication platform that goes beyond

low-energy systems, we aim to achieve

the limits of today’s technology. One of the

sustainable growth in an environmentally

key features is the shift from electronics to

friendly manner, ensure the highest level of

photonics. IOWN improves upon the current

stability and safety, and leverage abundant

practice of using photonics for long-distance

computing resources to optimize for diverse

transmission and electronics for information

components and the entire system. What
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Estimated Growth of Data Volume
Source: “The Digitization of the World From Edge to Core,” IDC (2018.11)

collected by various sensors;
(3) providing a high level of
confidentiality and stability
through the use of proprietary
optical wavelengths; (4) utilizing
resources across industries
and regions through the use of
multi-orchestration functions
that centrally manage various
resources; and (5) creating
cyberspace that reproduces
and expands the real world
by combining various digital
twins and human models.
IOWN, which is envisioned as
a way to address these issues,
is composed of three main
elements.
First, the All-Photonics
Network (APN), which employs
awaits us is a world in which all people,
regardless of their technical literacy, will
be able to naturally enjoy the benefits of
technology.

photonics-based technology
for everything from networks to terminals;
second, Cognitive Foundation (CF), which
connects and controls everything; and
third, Digital Twin Computing (DTC), which
enables future prediction by integrating

Three key platform technologies
In order to create such a world, we must
solve the following issues: (1) providing
enormous processing power to cope with
the explosive growth of computational
resources through drastic reductions
in energy consumption and highbandwidth communications; (2) realtime sharing through high-capacity, lowlatency communication of a vast amount
of information beyond the five senses
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the real and digital worlds.. Each operates
on different layers, but in combination they
unlock formidable power.
The APN is the most foundational element.
The introduction of photonics-based
technology at all stages from the network
to the terminal enables end-to-end allphotonic information transmission between
the terminal and the server. We also aim to
further develop IOWN’s wireless technology
based on the APN, thereby expanding its
field from terrestrial communications to
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terrestrial-satellite communications and

variety of formats is used to achieve reactive

underwater communications on a global

response and proactive prediction. Plans

scale, as well as into space. We believe

call for this system to evolve into a fully

these strides will allow us to achieve a

automated, autonomous, and self-evolving

communications environment that is not

operation. We expect that a self-evolving

only high-speed and high-capacity, but

service lifecycle management system will

which is also user-friendly and makes it easy

not only perform this analysis automatically,

for people to connect to the network in any

but will allow the system to think and act on

environment. Eventually, we might even

its own.

be able to achieve communication using

The third technology, DTC, is one of the

quantum cryptography, which cannot be

signature applications made possible by

eavesdropped on.

IOWN. Digital twins created with current

The second technology, CF, offers service

technology are used to precisely copy and

capabilities encompassing not only wired

simulate things that exist in the real world,

and wireless communication, but also

but our DTC will make it possible to test

computing and IoT resources in order to

different environments through previously

ensure overall optimization. By linking

impossible real-world-scale reproductions

virtualized ICT resources end-to-end

by freely copying, combining, and

and integrating with diverse systems and

exchanging various digital twins of things

networks, CF creates an information
processing platform capable of
analysis and forecasting that is
unconstrained by the format of each
system or data. In one example, CF
has already been implemented in a
smart city project in Las Vegas that
began in 2019. This project utilizes
NTT Comware’s orchestration
capabilities, based on VMWare
virtualization software developed in
collaboration with Dell Technologies
and implemented with UBiqube
software, to analyze video, voice, and
other sensor information for incident
response and prediction.
We provide Las Vegas with a
solution in which data gathered
from a variety of systems and in a

Estimated Energy Consumption of IT Devices
Source: “Green IT Initiative,”
Ministry of International Trade and Industry (2007.12)
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and people as components. The system can

for the IOWN era. These efforts include

interact immediately in applications such

joint research with Kyoto University and

as traffic congestion prediction, and might

incorporate philosophical and humanistic

also be able to make highly accurate future

perspectives that can inform our efforts to

predictions in fields such as disease control.

promote inclusivity in both the real world

Our 4D digital platform ™, which is currently

and cyberspace.

in R&D with plans for implementation
beginning in FY2021, is designed to

Establishing a global forum

contribute to future prediction by precisely
integrating position and time information

The IOWN vision, formed from the

from various sensors to provide 4D (latitude,

combination of three technologies—

longitude, altitude, and time) data. This

the APN, CF, and DTC—requires that

platform will utilize data and know-how from

we look toward the year 2030, but these

the mapping business to enable high-speed

technologies will begin to impact society as

processing of large-volume data and various

they are gradually rolled out in the manner

simulations through the development of an

mentioned above. Take the example of

advanced geospatial information database

the All-Photonics Network, where we are

as a control point for the 4D digital platform™,

starting by miniaturizing optical transceivers

and real-time collection of sensing data

as devices incorporating photonics-

with highly accurate position and time

electronics convergence technology, and

information. We are pursuing R&D alongside

aim to enable inter-chip optical transmission

a variety of partners, including collaborating

in the medium term, and on-chip optical

with Zenrin to develop highly accurate

transmission in the long term.

maps, and working on precise land-sensing
technology using an optical lattice clock

vision with our strength alone. Because

devised at the University of Tokyo.

IOWN will touch an exceptionally wide

In addition, DTC makes it possible to
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However, we cannot implement the IOWN

range of fields, including mobility, sports,

incorporate people's minds and values

cities, energy, medicine, and agriculture,

into their digital twins. This could allow a

collaboration with partners in various

person’s digital twin to perform certain

industries is essential. That is why in

tasks and make decisions in cyberspace in

October 2019, we joined with partners Intel

place of the actual person. Of course, the

and Sony to announce the establishment of

arrival of a world where people themselves

the Innovative Optical and Wireless Network

can be copied as digital twins is sure to

(IOWN) Global Forum. The purpose of this

drastically change our values and the

global forum is to develop new technology

way we perceive the world. That’s why in

and frameworks, technical specifications

addition to developing technology, we are

and reference designs to meet future

investigating new worldviews and values

demands for data and information
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IOWN Technology Development Roadmap

processing and encourage the development

on four goals: (1) high-capacity, low-latency

of new communications infrastructure

data transmission methods; (2) data-centric

consisting of the All-Photonics Network

ICT infrastructure; (3) multi-point, ultra-

with silicon photonics, edge computing and

high speed, low-latency cloud computing;

wireless distributed computing.

and (4) dramatic improvement of the
energy efficiency of ICT infrastructure. In

NTT’s Technology Development Roadmap

line with these four goals, we are planning
to create reference designs (technical

We are working on new technology in order

blueprints for collaborative technology

to contribute to this forum, and released

development) between 2021 and 2023. The

our own IOWN technology development

major technologies that will be key to this

roadmap this April. Our roadmap focuses

development roadmap are (1) the Cognitive
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Shift from Electronics to Photonics
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Foundation data hub, (2) data-centric

data hub, enabling a departure from the

architecture, and (3) photonic disaggregated

conventional paradigm of using IP as a

computing. The CF data hub is infrastructure

shared layer in favor of a new “data-centric”

for exchanging and sharing data that

paradigm that coordinates various systems

consists of multiple servers distributed over

around a means of exchanging and sharing

a wide area, allowing user nodes to access

data.

the nearest server to rapidly transfer data.

The third technology, photonic

In addition, the CF Data Hub functions as a

disaggregated computing, is a new

broker and provides a shared data domain to

computing architecture that aims to achieve

enable efficient multi-to-multi data sharing

a paradigm shift from conventional server

between nodes. The system supports a

box-oriented computing infrastructure to

variety of IP and non-IP communications

server box-less computing infrastructure

protocols for user nodes to access the CF

built on photonics-based data transmission
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WHAT’S
IOWN?

paths. By outfitting each module such as
memory and AI computing devices with

supporting computing infrastructure.
Since the announcement of the IOWN

optical data I/Os (inputs and outputs) and

vision in 2019, the establishment of the

connecting them to a large-capacity, high-

Global Forum and steady technical progress

speed optical data network, we can create

have put IOWN on the path toward reality. In

a highly flexible computing infrastructure.

a globalizing world where people and things

Dynamically combining modules in

are closely connected and interact across

response to demands enables dramatically

national borders, small changes can have a

improved performance. By making use of

broad impact on a previously unthinkable

our photonics-electronics convergence

scale. Making it possible to accurately

technology, we are aiming for dramatic

predict the future impacts of these changes

improvements in energy efficiency as we

could empower people to act accordingly—

gradually install optical devices for data

that is, to change the future. Real-time

transmission and processing between

distribution and processing of large

packages and chips, including within

amounts of information that encompass a

modules.

range of values, if done fairly and without
discimination, should make it easier to share

Toward the IOWN World

the experiences and perspectives of others.
If that encourages social behavior rooted in

Incorporating these technologies into the

understanding and empathy toward others,

IOWN vision will make cyberspace into

it could update individual values and lead to

a more natural place for human beings.

improved bonds among people and between

For example, use of AI control during low-

individuals and society. We believe that this

latency transmission of large-volume data

is the path toward a society where nobody is

will enable system control that exceeds

excluded and everyone can live according to

human perception and reflexes, while

diverse values.

coordination among many AI systems
should make possible overall optimization at
a society-wide scale and future prediction
through large-scale simulations. In addition,
the CF data hub will accelerate coordination
among a large number of nodes, enabling
the development of mashup AI services
from the combination of multiple AI services
and forming next-generation social capital
built upon IOWN. We will also contribute to
building a sustainable society by achieving
ultra-low power consumption in the
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AFTERWORD

NTT R&D pursues research and development of new technologies
with the aim of improving industrial competitiveness and addressing
social challenges. Today, society confronts an array of challenges,
from environmental problems and food shortages to the social and
economic changes triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic. Addressing
these issues will require collaborative efforts across multiple industries
that are unconstrained by conventions or risk.
In a world where everything is interconnected and the real and digital
realms blend together, companies’ conduct will become even more
closely connected to society. Being able to rapidly adapt to changes
affecting customers, analyze various data to reshape business
processes and help create new value, dynamically adapt to changes
in global supply chains, or enable remote services throughout society
that ensure social distancing and support a range of work styles and
lifestyles are challenges that imply not only changing the relationship
between companies and people, but also reimagining the shape of
society and the economy—that is, seeking a new normal beyond 2020.
IOWN is intended to accelerate this transition and spur collaboration
across industries. Numerous collaborations and technological
innovations will be created along the road to IOWN. We cannot achieve
IOWN, or the Smart World, with our strength alone. We will work
to foster collaboration among numerous stakeholders in order to
overcome the challenges and obstacles facing society, and point the
way toward a richer world for humankind.
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The IOWN Global Forum Kicks Off!
The Innovative Optical and Wireless Network (IOWN) Global Forum, established in the United
States in January 2020 by NTT, Intel, and Sony, has now kicked off in earnest. In April 2020, the
Forum released its Innovative Optical and Wireless Network Global Forum Vision 2030 and
Technical Directions, which defined the scope of its work and roadmap, held a kick-off meeting,
and began working-group activities. Going forward, working groups will deepen discussions
among forum members who share the IOWN vision, with the goal of establishing 75 technologies
and running 50 proof-of-concept trials by 2030. The Forum welcomes wide participation from
interested companies and organizations.

For More Information

https://iowng f.org

Explanation of Cover Image

What is Satellite MIMO Technology ?
MIMO technology enables high-capacity communications by using
multiple antennas to simultaneously transmit and receive different
information at the same frequency. Although this technology has been used
in mobile phones and wireless LANs, it has proven challenging to adapt to
satellite communications, which depend on ultra-long-distance line-ofsight radio propagation and for which it is difficult to synchronize signal
processing between antennas at multiple terrestrial stations in different
locations. However, by combining our technology that uses interference
compensation to separate multiple signals with different reception timing
or frequency errors, and JAXA’s knowledge of low-Earth-orbit satellite
system design, we are working to establish the world's first low-Earth-orbit
satellite MIMO technology and achieve ultra-high-speed transmission
of large amounts of data. Satellite MIMO technology is expected to
dramatically spur advanced communications that are essential for using
and exploring space. This kind of network technology is also an essential
element of the IOWN vision. Through IOWN, we will pursue research and
development of cutting-edge technologies that support richly diverse lives.
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